
Proof of GPS3, Main theorem.

& The (Thm 1.1, GPS3)

M be a real analytic manifold and XCSM a

subanalytic closed isotropic subset. There is an
equivalence

Perf WIT*M,x) = Shy (M)
"

which takes
&.linking disc at smooth LegptPzX to corepresentative
of microstalk at P and

⑳ cotangent fiber at PEM, not in img of X, to

corepresentative of stall functor.

strategy: Any subanalytic ded isotropicX contained

insider some NB, conormal to some

Whitney triangulation 3.
&Check the equivalence explicitly for the case X = NS
② check that both sides transform in the same way
when X gets smaller.

~>O sheetside: quotient by corep of pisth's
&Full side: quotient by linking disks.

& Microlocal Mouse categories:

Axiomatic setup for characterizing wful and sheat

categories not properties &&& above

Refo & A mouse-character is a functor

2:
subanalytic singularS clad isotropics 3 -Edgcategoriesare
2 SPM



with an isomorphism of functors

↳- ecviss) = 1320Perts
on Whitney triangulations,

&For a smooth leg pt peX
⑥ t>o

&Analytic function with Morse X-criticalpt at P
ccritical value 0 and no other critical

values in 4-e.t)

# &S a whiteny
↑

recall Morse X-critical pt.
triangulation st is a transverse intresect
XC NYS and It between self and
f"2-0,-e1, 71-0.21 are OMUoXX).
3 - constructible

Define Morse character Perf(s)

**p25,2,5) to be image under cs)-ecx)
of the come

How 3440.229 fc-c.21) ePerfCs) = 2CNOBS

&Microlocal Mors theater is a pre-theater e
it For XeX'

any any collection of
Morse characters (Exp (f.2.2 eCX7,
at least one on each smooth leg locus of
*

-IX) -> eCX) is given by
protient by Morse-characters.

Pope: they too Morse characters are isomorphic



if: eC = = CNES) KENSM
all more char, atall
sm. Leg pts. A NSX-

5 Microlocal Morse theatre: Sheat categories:

Thm: The functor X- ShyIMS" is a microlocal
Morse functor, with co-representative of

micro stall functor at sor.pts of
X as

Morse characters.

⑭ For XCX' have functor SkyCM) -> Shy (M)

maps are continuous, concontinuous so has left
left adjoint which preserves compact obj.
this given the functor

Shy2M)'
-> Shy CMS

"

ShsCM) = S2 (M = ModCS): fun)504,Mod1)
y
5

-constructible strated
sheaves

ShSCM) I
She (M)

"
2 Pert (S)

② xx

<ShXCMYA) => Shy1M3

D: corepresentative of microstall at
smooth points



& Microlocal Fabaya Category:
↑- Perf WLTM,MP is a microlocal

Mouse theater with Morse characters linking
disks at smpts of X.

things to chech

&For 5 Whitney stratification

Perf[*] => N) 3M,NS]

② Stop Removal formula:
*ax them

weX,S /M ->Wix.x]

f8: linking distat sm.ptof Md

"It remains to check Morse characters

correspond to linking disk


